Abstract-We study the problem of guaranteeing synchronous message deadlines in token ring networks where the timed token medium access control protocol is employed. Synchronous bandwidth, defined as the maximum time for which a node can transmit its synchronous messages every time it receives the token, is a key parameter in the control of synchronous message transmission. To ensure the transmission of synchronous messages before their deadlines, synchronous capacities must be properly allocated to individual nodes. We address the issue of appropriate allocation of the synchronous capacities. Several synchronous bandwidth allocation schemes are analyzed in terms of their ability to satisfy deadline constraints of synchronous messages. We show that an inappropriate allocation of the synchronous capacities could cause message deadlines to be missed, even if the synchronous traffic is extremely low. We propose a scheme, called the normalized proportional allocation scheme, which can guarantee the synchronous message deadlines for synchronous traffic of up to 33% of available utilization.
I. INTRODUCTION T HAS become a common practice to use digital computers
I for embedded real-time distributed applications such as space vehicle systems, image processing and transmission, and the integration of expert systems into avionics and industrial process control. A salient feature of these computations is that they have stringent timing requirements. A failure to meet the computational deadlines could lead to a catastrophe. Further, these systems are often distributed. This is not only because the applications themselves are often physically distributed, but also due to the potential that distributed systems have for providing good reliability, good resource sharing, and good extensibility [46] , [47] , [56] .
The key to success in using a distributed system for these applications is the timely execution of computation tasks that usually reside on different nodes and communicate with one another to accomplish a common goal. Distributed realtime systems may be categorized as soft real-time systems or hard real-time systems. In soft real-time systems tasks are performed by the system as fast as possible but are not constrained to finish by a specific time. In hard real-time systems tasks must satisfy explicit time constraints; otherwise, grave consequences may result. Consequently, the messages transmitted in the network by the hard real-time tasks are also time constrained. End-to-end deadline guarantees are possible only if a communication network supports the timely delivery of inter-task messages. The main focus of this study is to address important issues related to guarantees of synchronous message deadlines. A guaranteed message will always be transmitted before its deadline (unless a network fault occurs).
We address the issue of guaranteeing message deadlines with the timed token medium access control (MAC) protocol [ 131. This protocol is suitable for real-time applications because of its important property of bounded access time which is necessary for real-time communications. The timed token protocol has been incorporated in several high-bandwidth network standards, including the Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) [33] . Many embedded realtime applications use them as backbone networks.
With the timed token protocol, messages are grouped into two separate classes: the synchronous class and the asynchronous class. Synchronous messages arrive in the system at regular intervals and may be associated with deadline constraints. The idea behind the timed token protocol is to control the token rotation time. At network initialization time, a protocol parameter called Target Token Rotation 7ime ('ITRT) is determined, which indicates the expected token rotation time. Each station is assigned a fraction of the TTRT, known as synchronous bandwidth,' which is the maximum time for which a station is permitted to transmit its synchronous messages every time it receives the token. Once a node receives the token, it transmits its synchronous messages, if any, for a time no more than its allocated synchronous bandwidth. It can then transmit its asynchronous messages only if the time elapsed since the previous token departure from the same node is less than the value of 'ITRT, i.e., only if the token arrived earlier than expected.
Guaranteeing a message deadline implies transmitting the message before its deadline. With a token passing protocol, a node can transmit its message only when it captures the token. This implies that if a message deadline is to be guaranteed, the token should visit the node where the message is waiting before the expiration of the message's deadline. That is, in order to guarantee message deadlines in a token ring network, it is necessary to bound the time between two consecutive visits of the token to a node (called the token rotation time or access time). The timed token protocol possesses this property. In [21], [41] , Johnson and Sevcik formally proved that when the network operates normally (i.e., there is no failure), the upper bound on the token rotation time (or the time elapsed between two consecutive visits to a node) is twice the expected token rotation time @e., 2 . TTRT).
Although the prerequisite of "bounded token rotation time" is indispensable, it is insufficient for guaranteeing message deadlines. A node with inadequate synchronous bandwidth may be unable to complete the transmission of a synchronous message before its deadline. On the other hand, allocating excess amounts of synchronous bandwidth to the nodes could increase the token rotation time, which may also cause message deadlines to be missed. Thus, guaranteeing message deadlines is also dependent on the appropriate allocation of synchronous bandwidth to the nodes. Before discussing details of our work, we will first present an analogy between real-time communication and scheduling to motivate the readers towards the use of our methodology. For real-time systems, the basic design requirements for a communication protocol and for a centralized scheduling algorithm are similar: both are constrained by time to allocate a serially used resource to a set of processes. Liu and Layland [25] addressed the issue of guaranteeing the deadlines of synchronous (i.e., periodic) computation tasks in a single CPU environment. They analyzed a fixed priority preemptive algorithm, called the rate monotonic algorithm, which assigns priorities to tasks in a reverse order of the task's periods. They showed that the worst case achievable utilization of the algorithm is 69%. AS long as the utilization of the task set is no more than 69%, task deadlines are guaranteed to be satisfied. The algorithm was also proven to be optimal among all the fixed priority scheduling algorithms in terms of achieving the highest worst case utilization. The rate monotonic scheduling algorithm has been subsequently extended by many researchers [9], [42] and is used in many hard real-time applications [IO].
Intuitively, one would believe that a protocol which implements the rate monotonic transmission policy is the most desirable for a real-time environment. However, implementation of the rate monotonic policy requires global priority arbitration every time a node in the network is ready to transmit a new frame. In a high-speed network, such as the FDDI network, where the bandwidth can be as high as 100 Mbps, the overheads involved in global priority arbitration would be too prohibitive in comparison to the transmission times of the messages themselves. Consequently, it is difficult, if not impossible, to implement the rate monotonic transmission policy in such environments.
However, the methodology for analyzing this algorithm has a more profound significance than merely its relevance to the rate monotonic scheduling. The methodology stresses the fundamental requirement of predictability and stability in hard real-time environments and is therefore also befitting to other hard real-time scheduling problems. In this methodology, the worst case achievable utilization is used as a metric for evaluating the predictability of a scheduling algorithm. That is, if the CPU utilization of all tasks is within the bounds specified by the metric, all the tasks will meet their deadlines. This metric also gives a measure of the stability of the scheduling algorithm in the sense that the tasks can be freely modified as long as their total utilization is held within the limit. These advantages (of predictability and stability) have led us to adopt the same methodology in our study of guaranteeing message deadlines with the timed token protocol. We aim to analyze synchronous bandwidth allocation schemes based on the worst case achievable utilization.
In this paper, four synchronous bandwidth allocation allocation of the synchronous capacities could lead to a worst case achievable utilization that asymptotically approaches 0%. That is, the deadlines of some messages could be missed even if the synchronous traffic is arbitrarily close to zero. On the other hand, one of the schemes proposed in the paper-the normalized proportional allocation scheme-has a Worst Case Achievable Utilization of 33%. That is, as long as the total synchronous traffic is no more than 3396, the synchronous messages are guaranteed to be transmitted before their deadlines (regardless of the number of stations, message lengths, periods, phases, etc.) The remaining 67%) of the channel bandwidth could be used by asynchronous traffic.
To the best of our knowledge, no other scheme has been reported to achieve a better utilization. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section I1 will review the previous relevant work. Section 111 will outline the characteristics of the system under consideration, Le., the message and network models. Some properties of the timed token protocol and the synchronous bandwidth allocation schemes are introduced in Section IV. In Section V, we will study several allocation schemes and derive their worst case achievable utilizations. Section VI contains the concluding remarks and suggestions for future work.
PREVIOUS RELEVANT WORK
Extensive research has been done on the timed token protocol since it was first proposed by Grow [41] . Other interesting timing properties of the FDDI were given in a study conducted by Jain [18] . He suggests that a value of 8 ms for TTRT is desirable as it can achieve 80% utilization on a wide range of configurations and results in less than 1 second maximum access delay on large rings. Further simulation studies have been carried out by Sankar and Yang [40] to study the influence of the target token rotation time (TTRT) on the performance of various FDDI ring configurations.
Ulm [52] discussed the performance characteristics of the timed token protocol with respect to parameters such as the channel bandwidth, the network cable length, and the number of stations. Dykeman and Bux I l l ] studied a procedure for estimating the maximum throughput of asynchronous messages when using single and multiple asynchronous priority levels. They also proposed a procedure for tuning the protocol for desired performance by setting appropriate values for the token-holding-time thresholds for each of the priority levels. Other analysis concentrating on the performance of the FDDI with respect to the throughput of asynchronous traffic has been done by Pang and Tobagi [34] , Jayasumana and Werahera [ [48] , [ S I . Our work reported in this paper complements the previous studies by addressing the issues pertinent to hard real-time communication in a highspeed network where the timed token medium access control protocol is utilized.
SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
In this section, an overview of the system under consideration is given, including the network and message models.
A. Network Model
We consider the network topology as consisting of rn nodes connected by point-to-point links forming a circle Le., a ring. A special bit pattern called the token circulates around the ring providing access control among the active nodes.
We denote the latency between a node i and its upstream neighbo? by Qz. This delay includes the node bit delay, the node latency buffer delay, the media propagation delay, etc. The sum total of all such latencies in the ring is known as the ring latency 0 , i.e., 8, = 0. Thus, the ring latency 0 denotes the token walk time around the ring when none of the nodes in the network disturb it.
B. Message Model
Messages generated in the system at run time may be classified as either synchronous messages or asynchronous messages. We assume that there are n, streams of synchronous messages, S1, S2. . . . , S, in the system which form a synchronous message set, M , Le.,
The characteristics of messages are as follows: Synchronous messages are periodic, i.e., messages in a synchronous message stream have a constant interarrival time. We denote P, to be the period length of
The deadline of a synchronous message is the end of the period in which it arrives. That is, if a message in stream S , arrives at time t , then its deadline is at time t + P,.
Messages are independent in that message arrivals do not depend on the initiation or the completion of transmission requests for other messages.
The length of each message in stream S, is C, which is the maximum amount of time needed to transmit this message. Asynchronous messages are nonperjodic and do not have a hard real-time deadline requirement. The utilization factor of a synchronous message set, U ( M ) , is defined as the fraction of time spent by the network in the transmission of the synchronous messages. That is,
where n is the number of synchronous message streams.
In the following discussion, we assume that there is one stream of synchronous messages on each node (i.e., m = n). In Appendix A, we show that an arbitrary token ring network where a node may have zero, one, or more streams of synchronous messages can be transformed into a logically equivalent network with one stream of synchronous messages per node.3 Hence, this assumption of one stream per node simplifies the analysis without loss of generality. We also assume that the network is free from hardware or software failures.
IV.. TIMED TOKEN MEDIUM ACCESS CONTROL PROTOCOL

A. Protocol Parameters
The timed token protocol uses the following parameters and variables for its operation.
Target Token Rotation Time (?TRT). When the network is initialized, the value of the TTRT is determined, which gives the expected value of the token rotation time.
It is selected to be sufficiently small to support the response time requirements of the messages at all the nodes in the network. Since the time elapsed between two consecutive visits of the token at a node can be as much as 2 . TTRT [21], a node may not be able to transmit any message in this interval. Recall that the synchronous messages have their deadlines as the end of their periods. Hence, in order to meet message deadlines it is necessary to select TTRT such that, for 1 5 i I n, for Pa has been introduced as it will be useful in several proofs encountered later on. We assume that (3) holds throughout this paper. deal with the issue of appropriate allocation of these Hi values. Token Rotation Timer of node i(TRT;). This counter is initialized to equal TTRT, and counts down until it expires (i.e., TRT; = 0) or until the token is received and the time elapsed since the previous token departure is less than TTRT. In either situation, the TRT; is reinitialized to TTRT. After being reset, it continues the subsequent counting down cycles in the same manner as above.
Synchronous Bandwidth of
Token Holding Emer of node i (THTi). This (down)
counter is used to control the amount of time for which the node i can transmit asynchronous messages. Late Counter of node i (LC;). This counter is used to record the number of times that TRT; has expired since the last token arrival at node i.
B. Protocol Operation at all nodes:
At ring initialization, the following parameters are initialized 1) THT; c 0; 2 ) LC; +-0; 3) TRT; t TTRT. TRT; counter always counts down. When it reaches zero, the following actions take place: 1) TRT; c TTRT;
2) LC; + LC; + 1.
TRT; then begins the counting down process again with LC; being incremented by one at every expiration of TRT;. Normally, if LC; exceeds one, the ring recovery process is initiated [20] .
A token is considered to arrive early at node i if LC; = 0 and late at node i if LC; > 0 at the time of its arrival.
When the token arrives early at node i, the following actions take place: 1) THT; t TRT;; 2) TRT; +-TTRT; 3) Synchronous frames (if any) can then be transmitted for a maximum time of H; (i.e., the synchronous bandwidth at node i); 4) After transmitting synchronous frames (if any), the station enables counter THTi (Le., it starts counting down). The station may then transmit asynchronous frames as long as THT; > 0 and TRT; > 0.
When the token arrives late at node i, the following actions 1) LC; + 0; 2) TRT; continues to count down towards expiration (note that it is not reset to TTRT as in the case when the token is early);
3) node i can transmit synchronous frames for a maximum time of Hi; 4) no asynchronous frame will be transmitted. 
C. Synchronous Bandwidth Allocation Schemes
As mentioned earlier, synchronous bandwidth allocation plays an important role in guaranteeing synchronous message deadlines. In this subsection, we formally present the definition of allocation schemes and discuss their requirements and performance metrics. 
( 5 ) Let us consider a simple example. We assume a network with three nodes. We have the following values for the message set's parameters:
The value of TTRT is assumed to be 112. Using an allocation scheme where
we obtain the values of synchronous bandwidth as:
In Section V, we will introduce several other allocation schemes and analyze their effect on the real-time performance of the network. Before that, we will discuss the general requirements that any allocation scheme should satisfy.
Requirements: The synchronous capacities allocated to the nodes by any scheme must satisfy the two constraints given below in order to ensure that the real-time messages can be transmitted before their deadlines and that the timed token protocol requirements are satisfied. We say a message set is guaranteed by an allocation scheme if both the protocol and the deadline constraints are satisfied. Once a message set is guaranteed, messages will be transmitted before their deadlines, as long as the network operates normally. Performance Metric: Numerous synchronous bandwidth allocation schemes can be proposed. An appropriate metric is needed in order to evaluate and compare the effects of allocation schemes on the performance of the network.
As mentioned in Section I, we adopt the methodology developed in analyzing the rate monotonic scheduling algorithm. As per this methodology, the worst case achievable utilization will be used as the metric for evaluating and comparing the allocation schemes.
We say that U, is an achievable utilization of scheme x if scheme x can guarantee every synchronous message set whose utilization factor is less than or equal to U,. The worst case achievable utilization ( U z ) of a scheme x is the least upper bound of its achievable utilizations U,. That is, as long as the utilization factor of a synchronous message set is no more than U,, the message set can be guaranteed by scheme x. In a hard real-time system, we consider one scheme to be better than another if its worst case achievable utilization is higher. When the context is clear, we may omit the index in the notations of U, and Uz.
The major advantages of this metric are as follows.
This metric evaluates the predictability of a hard realtime communication systems. If the utilization of a synchronous message set is within the bound specified by the metric, all synchronous messages in the set will meet their deadlines. This metric also gives a measure of the stability of the system in the sense that the parameters of synchronous messages can be freely changed as long as their total utilization is held within the limit. In practice, using this metric simplifies network management considerably while configuring the system, as it eliminates the problem of being encumbered with individual values of synchronous and asynchronous message lengths, inter-arrival periods, phase differences between message arrivals, relative positions of the nodes, token position at initialization, etc. As long as the network manager can ensure that the total utilization of the timecritical synchronous messages is no more than the worst case achievable utilization of the protocol, he/she can be cognizant of the fact that the message set will be transmitted with no deadlines being missed. The objective of this paper is to derive the worst case achievable utilization for synchronous bandwidth allocation schemes.
D. Protocol Timing Properties
Analyzing an allocation scheme requires that we test if both the protocol and the deadline constraints are satisfied. Testing of the deadline constraint is especially challenging because it involves both network parameters (e.g., Hi, 'ITRT, and 7) and message parameters (e.g., Ci and Pi). In particular, we need to know the minimum available time (i.e., the tight lower bound) within a given time period during which a node can transmit its synchronous messages. This is directly related to the minimum number (i.e., the tight lower bound) of token visits to a node that may occur within some period.
Fortunately, extensive work has been done on the timing behavior of the timed token protocol and the minimum time available to a node for transmitting its synchronous messages has been obtained. Johnson and Sevcik showed that any two consecutive token visits to a node are bounded by 2 . TTRT which is stated in the following theorem.
Let ti(Z) (1 = 1,2, . . .) denote the time when the token makes its lth visit to node i. [21] , [41] . Using this result, we can obtain a lower bound on the minimum number of token visits to a node within the period of its synchronous message stream. However, this bound is not tight when the period is longer than 3 . 'ITRT. The result obtained by Johnson and Sevcik has been further generalized in [7] to obtain a tight bound on the time elapsed between any w consecutive visits by the token to a particular node. This result has been used for the derivation of a lower bound on the time available for a node to transmit its synchronous messages within a given time period.
If at time t a synchronous message with period Pi arrives at node i( 1 5 i 5 n), then in time interval (t, t + Pi) the minimum amount of time (Xi) available for node i to transmit its synchronous message is given by The expressions of X i given by (13) and (15) will be used in the analysis of our synchronous bandwidth allocation schemes. Fig. 2 shows an example of a worst case scenario where the amount of time for which a node can transmit its synchronous messages is given by the lower bound of (15): In the first count down cycle of TRT;, the node in the figure does not receive the token at all. This may happen because some other node is transmitting its asynchronous messages during this cycle. In the second, the third, and the fourth cycles, all nodes can transmit only synchronous messages (as the token will visit the nodes "late" in these time intervals). In the fifth cycle, the node i receives the token too late to transmit its remaining 0.2 units of synchronous messages before the time t = 2.3, which happens to be the deadline. That is, node i is able to transmit its synchronous message for 0.6 units of time only; as can be predicted by (15) .
v. ANALYSIS OF SYNCHRONOUS BANDWIDTH ALLOCATION SCHEMES
In this section, we consider four synchronous bandwidth allocation schemes and derive their worst case achievable utilizations. While the worst case achievable utilization of the first two schemes is asymptotically close to O%, the third and fourth schemes achieve a nonzero worst case utilization.
We define P,,, = min(P1. P 2 , P3,. . . . P,}. To simplify our analysis we assume that P,,, is normalized to one unit of time. That is, all other time variables such as Pts, Czs, H L s , etc., are measured in this reference time unit.
The underlying principle for computing the worst case achievable utilization is simple. Given any allocation scheme, we can compute the synchronous bandwidth ( H z ) available to each node i. Both protocol and deadline constraints must be satisfied by the allocation of these synchronous bandwidth. Message sets with the least possible utilization factors are then searched such that the allocation of the synchronous bandwidth does not satisfy at least one of the constraints. That gives the upper bound on the utilization factor of message sets Le., any message set with a utilization factor below that bound will be transmitted successfully without violating either the protocol or the deadline constraints. This then represents the worst case achievable utilization of the allocation scheme.
The following lemma will be used in our analysis. Its proof Lemma 5.1: For any synchronous message stream i (1 5 is presented in Appendix B.
i 5 n ) we have
A. Full Length Allocation Scheme
With this scheme, the synchronous bandwidth allocated to a node is equal to its total time required for transmitting its synchronous messages, Le.,
This scheme attempts to transmit a synchronous message in a single turn rather than splitting it into chunks and distributing its transmission over its period Pi. Although the synchronous bandwidth allocated is sufficient, the worst case achievable utilization is zero because the protocol constraint may be violated, as shown in the next theorem.
The worst case achievable utilization of the full length allocation scheme can asymptotically approach 0%.
We prove the theorem by showing that for any given t > 0, there exists a message set M such that U ( M ) 5 t and the protocol constraint cannot be satisfied when the synchronous bandwidth of the nodes is allocated using the full length scheme. Let TTRT = where k 2 2. This is because by (3), TTRT 5 Pmin/2 = l / 2 . Now, for any given e > 0 and T > 0, we construct a set of synchronous messages as follows: 
All other Ci
The utilization factor is With this set of messages, we can show that the protocol constraint is not satisfied, Le., the total of all synchronous bandwidth exceeds TTRT -T . That is,
We see that this scheme may over-allocate the synchronous bandwidth for a message set with utilization U 5 t. Protocol constraint (9) is therefore not satisfied. Since can be arbitrarily close to 0, the worst case achievable utilization of this 0 scheme can asymptotically approach 0%.
B. Proportional Allocation Scheme
Substituting ( With this scheme, the synchronous bandwidth allocated to a node is proportional to the ratio of C; and Pi at node a, Le., X,=1--1J.H2+H2=1-l.H2 TTRT TTRT Theorem 5.2: The worst case achievable utilization of the proportional scheme can asymptotically approach 0%.
We prove the theorem by showing that for any given t > 0, there exists a message set A4 such that U ( M ) 5 t and the deadline constraint cannot be satisfied when the synchronous bandwidth of the nodes is allocated using the proportional scheme.
Let TTRT = l / k where k is an integer and k > 2. Given any E > 0, let 6' = min(t, &). Consider a message set with the following parametric values:
Proofi
All other C; = 0 for i > 2. We assume that 7 = 0.
The utilization factor is
The synchronous bandwidth allocated to node 1 is given by
The synchronous bandwidth allocated to node 2 is given by From (13), the minimum amount of time (X2) for node 2 to transmit its synchronous message in a period P 2 is given by p 2 x2 = ' H2 + max(0, min('ITRT -(62 + H1 + T ) , H2)).
(26)
Now, Hence, We see that deadline constraint (10) cannot be satisfied at node 2. Since t can be arbitrarily close to 0, the worst case achievable utilization of this scheme can asymptotically approach 0%.
Intuitively speaking, this scheme divides the transmission of its message into as many parts as the number of times the token is expected to arrive at node i within its period P;. However, since the token could be late by as much as 2 . 'ITRT, the number of token arrivals may be less than expected. Hence, node i may not be able to complete the transmission of some part of a message before the end of period Pi.
C. Equal Partition Allocation Scheme
In this scheme, the usable portion of TTRT is divided equally among the n nodes for allocating their synchronous capacities, i.e., where n is the number of nodes in the system. Theorem 5.3: The worst case achievable utilization of the equal partition synchronous bandwidth allocation scheme is of nodes.
This theorem can be proved by showing that the following statements are true. 1) For any message set M , the protocol constraint will be satisfied.
2) For any message set M with utilization factor U ( M ) 5 3nJcya), the deadline constraint will be satisfied.
3) For any given t > 0, there exists a message set A4 with utilization factor U(A4) = + t, so that the deadline constraint cannot be satisfied for this set of messages when the synchronous bandwidth are allocated by using the equal partition scheme.
-. J,L-[l-a) (1 -a ) where a = + and n is the number Interested readers can refer to [ 2 ] for a detailed proof.
Note that when the number of nodes, n, becomes very large, the worst case achievable utilization of this scheme is approximately 0%. Intuitively speaking, the low worst case achievable utilization of this scheme occurs because the allocation of the synchronous bandwidth to the nodes is not proportional to the synchronous traffic load offered by the nodes (i.e., the ratio of Ci/Pi). The normalized proportional scheme discussed next attempts to overcome this problem by allocating the synchronous bandwidth to a node depending on local message parameters such as Ci/P; and the total utilization factor of all the synchronous messages in the system.
D. Normalized Proportional Allocation Scheme
With this scheme, the synchronous bandwidth is allocated according to the normalized load of the synchronous message on a node, i.e.,
where U = C:=lCcz/P,.
Theorem 5.4: The worst case achievable utilization factor of the normalized proportional allocation scheme is i (1 -a ) where a = +.
Proojl To prove the theorem, we show that the following statements are true. 4 (1 -a ) , the deadline constraint will always be satisfied.
3) For any given t > 0, there exists a message set M with utilization factor + ( I -a ) < u ( M ) 5 + ( I -a ) + E so that the deadline constraint cannot be satisfied for this set of messages when the synchronous capacities are allocated by the normalized proportional scheme.
For any message set M with
Proof of Statement 1:
(32) -. 
Substituting
. (TTRT -T ) = Hi, we have
From (13) and (36), we see that any node i can transmit its synchronous message before the deadline.
Proof of Statement 3:
For any given t > 0, let c 3 = 1 -3EI -a ,
Note that (37) guarantees that C3 2 0. All other C; = 0 for i > 3.
P3 = 3.
The utilization of this message set is
Since -tl > 1 and t I 5 t , we have
Consider the synchronous bandwidth allocated to node 2: is given by (15), i.e., real-time applications because it is related to the predictability and the stability of the system. Table I summarizes the four allocation schemes discussed in this paper. Their worst case achievable utilizations range from 0% to 33% of available utilization. To explore the performance differences, we categorize the allocation schemes based on the type of information they use. An allocation scheme is local if it computes the synchronous bandwidth of a node without using the information of messages on other nodes. Hence, the allocation function of a local scheme has the form 
(46)
From (42) and (46), we have x 2 < c2.
(47)
Therefore, deadline constraint (10) is violated and this set of In the normalized proportional allocation scheme, both local information (i.e., Ca and Pa) and global information (Le., U and TTRT) are used. It results in a normalization of the allocated synchronous capacities, thereby achieving a worst case achievable utilization equal to 33% of the available ring utilization.
In order to verify the worst case achievable utilization derived in this section, simulation experiments were carried out. An FDDI token ring network was simulated by a program written in Simscript I1 on a Sun Sparc workstation. At the beginning of each simulation, the parameters of synchronous message streams (Le., C, and Pz) were generated randomly.
In order to simulate a worst case scenario, the asynchronous message queues were assumed to be inexhaustible. For each allocation scheme, 100 000 message sets were simulated. It was found that none of the message sets, with a utilization lower than that of the worst case achievable utilization of the allocation scheme employed, missed any deadline. For a detailed description of the simulation program and the data analysis, see [l].
messages cannot be guaranteed.
0
VI. CONCLUSION
Guaranteeing message deadlines is a key issue in distributed real-time applications. The property of the bounded token rotation time of the timed token protocol provides a necessary condition to ensure that the message deadlines are satisfied. However, the synchronous bandwidth allocated to each node in the network was also shown to be a decisive factor in guaranteeing time-critical messages. The worst case achievable utilization was used as the metric to evaluate and compare various allocation schemes. This metric is of importance to H; = f(C;,P;,TTRT).
On the other hand, a global scheme utilizes system wide information, including the message periods and lengths on different nodes, the total utilization, the total number of message streams, etc.
As the global allocation schemes use system wide information to allocate synchronous capacities, they can reasonably be expected to result in a better performance than local schemes. Indeed, the two global schemes proposed in this paper achieve better performance than the local ones as shown in Table I . In particular, the normalized proportional scheme has a high worst case achievable utilization of 9 which is independent of the number of the nodes in the system or the message lengths and periods.
However, it would be interesting if the 33% worst case achievable utilization is the highest. This raises the issue of the optimulity of allocation schemes. An optimal allocation scheme should always guarantee a message set if there exists another scheme which can do so. Clearly, the optimal scheme has the highest worst case achievable utilization. Since the global allocation schemes use system wide information, it is likely that an optimal allocation scheme will be a global one. Some preliminary studies in the design and implementation of such an optimal synchronous bandwidth allocation scheme have been done.
However, a disadvantage of the global schemes lies in the assumption that the message parameters remain constant. A change in a message stream at a particular node may require a readjustment of synchronous bandwidth over the entire network. This may not be acceptable in some situations. Because local schemes compute the synchronous bandwidth of a node independently of the message parameters at other nodes, they can overcome the above problem. If the parameters of a message stream at a node change during run-time, a local allocation scheme needs to adjust the synchronous bandwidth of only the node involved. Other nodes are not disturbed. That is, the entire network can continue its normal operations while individual nodes change their synchronous bandwidth in response to the changing message parameters. This, of course, assumes that the total utilization factor of the message set remains within the worst case achievable utilization of the allocation scheme.
As the local allocation schemes use less information than the global ones, they may not be expected to achieve a worst case achievable utilization as high as some of the global ones. Both the local allocation schemes examined in this paper (Le., the full length scheme using only C,, and the proportional scheme using 5) turned out to have a worst case achievable utilization of 0%. However, recent studies indicate that despite the fact that local schemes use less information, their performance in terms of the worst case achievable utililzation may be as high as the global schemes.
We are also working on multi-link ring networks where more than one link can connect two neighboring nodes, With this topology, we would like to study the protocol performance in the context of the worst case achievable utilization.
APPENDIX A TRANSFORMATION OF NETWORK MODEL
In this appendix, we present a transformation that converts an arbitrary network model to a logically equivalent virtual model where each node has exactly one synchronous message stream.
Let node i be denoted by N , . Zero, one, or more synchronous message streams may be arriving at the node from the exterial world requesting transmission. Let the set of synchronous message streams arriving at N, be denoted by NS,. Hence, if node N, has p streams of synchronous message streams amving at it, we denote the synchronous message set as
Similarly, the asynchronous message set at node i is denoted as N A ; . Thus The network can then be represented by the set of nodes as shown below:
In ordl-r to simplify our analysis, the above network model needs to be transformed into a simpler virtual network model in which each virtual node will have one synchronous message stream arriving at it. The transformation, T , may be represenled as follows: If N , is an active node with p streams of synchronous messages, it is transformed into p virtual nodes as follows:
T ( N , ) = (vN,,,vN,,. .".vrv,p), ( 5 2 ) where the virtual node VN,, is represented as where (54) That is, an active node with p streams of synchronous messages is split into p different virtual nodes, each with one of the synchronous message streams available at it. Any asynchronous messages available at the original node should be transmitted only after the synchronous messages have been transmitted. This is because asynchronous messages are the low priority messages. Hence, the asynchronous messages at node i will be considered to be available only at the last virtual node (VIVzp) in the down-link direction of the token traversal. Since the virtual nodes are derived from a single node, the transmission delay (Q,,) between such nodes is 0. However, the transmission delay between the first virtual node ( V N 7 I ) and its upstream neighbor (which is also a virtual node) is 8,. If N, is an inactive node with no synchronous messages, it is transformed into a virtual node NV, as follows: } . N A , . 8%) . (55) where S d represents a stream of dummy synchronous messages introduced into the virtual node V N ? with message length Cd = 0 and period I'd = x.
After transformation of the network, the virtual nodes are connected in a ring fashion.
Note that the total ring latency of the virtual network will be equal to that of the actual network from which it was derived. It is evident that the virtual network model is logically equivalent to the original network model. -.
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